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Abstract
The polygamma functionsψ (r)(x) are deﬁned for all x > 0 and r ∈N. In this paper, the
concepts of neutrix and neutrix limit are applied to generalize and redeﬁne the
polygamma functionsψ (r)(x) for all x ∈R and r ∈N. Also, further results are given.
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1 Introduction
Neutrices are additive groups of negligible functions that do not contain any constants
except zero. Their calculus was developed by van der Corput [] and Hadamard in con-
nection with asymptotic series and divergent integrals. Recently, the concepts of neutrix
and neutrix limit have been used widely in many applications inmathematics, physics and
statistics.
For example, Jack Ng and van Dam applied the neutrix calculus, in conjunction with
the Hadamard integral developed by van der Corput, to the quantum ﬁeld theories, in
particular, to obtain ﬁnite results for the coeﬃcients in the perturbation series. They also
applied the neutrix calculus to quantum ﬁeld theory and obtained ﬁnite renormalization
in the loop calculations, see [] and [].
Further,many special functions have been generalized and redeﬁned by using the neutri-
ces. Fisher used the neutrices and the neutrix limit to deﬁne gamma, beta and incomplete
gamma functions [–].
Ozcag et al. [, ] applied the neutrix limit to extend the deﬁnition of incomplete beta
function and its partial derivatives for negative integers. Also, the digamma function was
generalized for negative integers by Jolevska-Tuneska et al. []. Salem [, ] applied the
neutrix limit to redeﬁne the q-gamma and the incomplete q-gamma functions and their
derivatives. In continuation, in this paper, we apply the concepts of neutrix and neutrix
limit to generalize and redeﬁne the polygamma functions.
A neutrix N is deﬁned as a commutative additive group of functions f (ξ ) deﬁned on a
domain N ′ with values in an additive group N ′′, where further if for some f in N , f (ξ ) = γ
for all ξ ∈N ′, then γ = . The functions in N are called negligible functions.
Let N be a set contained in a topological space with a limit point a which does not
belong to N . If f (ξ ) is a function deﬁned on N ′ with values in N ′′ and it is possible to ﬁnd
a constant c such that f (ξ ) – c ∈ N , then c is called the neutrix limit of f as ξ tends to a,
and we write N- limξ→a f (ξ ) = c.
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Note that if a neutrix limit c exists, then it is unique, since if f (x) – c and f (x) – c′ are
in N , then the constant function c – c′ is also in N and so c = c′.
Also note that ifN is a neutrix containing the set of all functions which converge to zero
in the normal sense as x tends to y, then
lim
x→y f (x) = c ⇒ N- limx→y f (x) = c.
In this paper, we let N be the neutrix having the domain N ′ = { :  <  < ∞} and the
range N ′′ of real numbers, with negligible functions being ﬁnite linear sums of the func-
tions
λ lnr– , lnr  (λ < , r ∈N)
and all functions o() which converge to zero in the normal sense as  tends to zero [].
2 Gamma and digamma functions




tx–e–x dx, x > . (.)
In the classical sense, (x) function is not deﬁned for the negative integer thus still is an
open problem to give satisfactory deﬁnition. However, by using the neutrix limit, it was































i!(m – i) (.)
for m ∈ N. The existence of the rth derivative of the gamma function was also proven in










































i! r!(m – i)
–r– (.)
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thus we can extend the deﬁnition to the whole real line where
() = ′() = –γ ,
where γ denotes Euler’s constant, see [].
The logarithmic derivative of the gamma function is known as the psi or digamma func-








The digamma function is also deﬁned as a locally summable function on the real line by




 – e–t dt, x > , (.)
and this can be read as




 – t dt, x > , (.)
where γ is also Euler’s constant.
We note that the digamma function ψ(x) is redeﬁned by [] to be





 – t dt, x ∈R, (.)
and it has values for negative integers as
ψ(x) = –γ +Hn, n ∈N, (.)





k , n ∈N with H = .





(n – k) , n ∈N, (.)
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which is correct for all n = k; however, if n = k, then ψ ′(–n) is undeﬁned, and we will give
the exact formula for (.) in the following section.
3 Polygamma functions
The polygamma functions ψ (r)(x) are deﬁned as the rth derivative of the digamma func-
tion, that is,




 – t dt, x > , r ∈N. (.)
In the present section, we seek to redeﬁne the polygamma functions ψ (r)(x) for all x ∈ R
and r ∈N.
Lemma . The neutrix limit, as  tends to zero of the integral
∫ 

tα– lnr t dt, (.)









αr+ , α = ,






tα– lnr t dt, r ∈N.
It is easy to see by integration by parts that
Ir(a,b) =



















(r – k + )!αk
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(r – k + )!αk 
α lnr–k+ .
Notice that the sum consists of (linear sum of λ lnk ) negligible functions which can be
neglected when taking the neutrix limit as  → . Taking the neutrix limit as  →  yields
the desired results. 
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 – t dt, (.)
exists for all values of –n < x < –n + .




 – t dt =
∫ 

tx– lnr t( – tn)
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tx+k– lnr t dt
exist for all –n < x < –n +  and thus integral (.) also exists. 




 – t dt, (.)












 – t dt =
∫ 





 – t dt.











 – t dt = –ψ
(r)(). 
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 – t dt, (.)
















 – t dt =
∫ 

t–n–( – tn+) lnr t




















tk–n– lnr t dt +
∫ 
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t–k– lnr t dt +
∫ 





 – t dt.
























 – t dt.
The results obtained in Lemma . and deﬁnition (.) complete the proof. 
The above theorems lead us to introducing the following.
Deﬁnition . The polygamma function ψ (r)(x) can be redeﬁned by







 – t dt
)
(.)
for all x ∈R and r ∈N.
Corollary . The polygamma function ψ (r)(x) has value at x =  as
ψ (r)() =ψ (r)() (.)
and for negative integers x = –n as




kr+ , n ∈N. (.)
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In particular, when r = , we have
ψ ′() =ψ ′() = π

  . (.)
and














k , n ∈N. (.)
Corollary . If we let n→ ∞ to (.), then we get
ψ (r)(–∞) =ψ (r)() + r!ζ (r + ), r ∈N, (.)





ks , 	(s) > .
Since ψ (r)() = (–)r+r!ζ (r + ), then we get
ψ (r)(–∞) = r!ζ (r + )( + (–)r+) =
⎧⎨
⎩r!ζ (r + ) if n is odd, if n is even, (.)
and if r = , we get
ψ ′(–∞) = ζ () = π

  .. (.)
Remark . Formula (.) is the correct formula of (.).
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